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COMPLETENESS OF THE HOMEOMORPHISM RELATION OF
LOCALLY CONNECTED CONTINUA
TOMASZ CIES´LA
Abstract. In this paper we prove that the homeomorphism relation of locally
connected continua is a complete orbit equivalence relation. This answers a
question posed by Chang and Gao in [1].
1. Introduction
A Borel action a of a Polish group G on a standard Borel space X determines
an equivalence relation Ea given by xEay ⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G gx = y. In other words,
xEay if and only if x and y are in the same orbit of the action a. Such relations
are called orbit equivalence relations. Note that every orbit equivalence relation is
analytic, i.e. the set {(x, y) ∈ X ×X : xEay} is an analytic subset of the product
X ×X .
Given two orbit equivalence relations E and F on standard Borel spaces X and
Y , respectively, we say that a Borel map f : X → Y reduces E to F if and only if
for every x, y ∈ X
xEy ⇐⇒ f(x)Ff(y).
If this is the case we say that E is Borel reducible to F .
If E is Borel reducible to F and F is Borel reducible to E then we say that E
and F are Borel bireducible. Roughly speaking, this means that E and F are of the
same complexity.
If E is an orbit equivalence relation such that every orbit equivalence relation F
is reducible to E then we say that E is complete (or universal) orbit equivalence
relation. Complete orbit equivalence relations are, in a sense, the most complex
objects in the class of orbit equivalence relations. It is known that complete orbit
equivalence relations exist, on abstract grounds. This follows from the existence
of universal Polish groups and the Mackey-Hjorth theorem [5][Theorem 3.5.2] on
extensions of actions of Polish groups. On the other hand, the first natural example
of a complete orbit equivalence relation is the isometry relation of Polish metric
spaces as proved by Gao and Kechris [6] and Clemens [2]. Interestingly enough,
recently Melleray [9] proved that there exists a Polish metric space whose group of
isometries with its natural action on the space induces a complete orbit equivalence
relation.
In recent years there has been a considerable amount of research on the classi-
fication program of separable C*-algebras from a descriptive set-theoretical point
of view. This began with the work of Farah, Toms and Tornquist [4] and later
Elliott, Farah, Paulsen, Rosendal, Toms and Tornquist [3] and led to the question
of the complexity of the isometry relation of separable C*-algebras. This problem
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has been solved by Sabok [10] who showed that the isometry relation of separa-
ble C*-algebras is a complete orbit equivalence relation. Soon thereafter, Zielinski
[11], using Sabok’s result, solved the long-standing problem whether the homeomor-
phism relation of compact metric spaces is a complete orbit equivalence relation.
The latter result was subsequently improved by Chang and Gao [1] who showed
that the homeomorphism relation of continua (connected compact metric spaces)
is also a complete orbit equivalence relation.
These results lead to a number of open questions.
Problem 1 (Zielinski, [11]). Is the homeomorphism relation of homogeneous com-
pact metric spaces a complete orbit equivalence relation?
This problem seems to be very difficult as there are not so many known ways to
construct homogeneous spaces.
Problem 2 (Chang, Gao, [1]). Is the homeomorphism relation of locally connected
continua a complete orbit equivalence relation?
In this paper we prove that the answer to Problem 2 is affirmative.
Theorem 3. The homeomorphism relation of locally connected continua is a com-
plete orbit equivalence relation.
Recall that every compact metric space embeds in the Hilbert cube Q = [0, 1]N
and the family K(Q) of all compact subsets of Q has a natural Borel structure
steming from the Vietoris topology. Kuratowski proved that the set of locally con-
nected subcontinua of Q is an Fσδ subset of K(Q) [8]. This gives a Borel structure
on the collection of locally connected continua. It is worth noting that local con-
nectedness and local path-connectedness are equivalent in the class of continua [7].
Such continua are also called Peano continua, as they are continuous images of the
interval. The group of autohomeomorphisms of Q acts on the collection of locally
connected continua in an obvious way. The homeomorphism relation of locally
connected continua is an orbit equivalence relation defined in the following way:
X ∼ Y if and only if there exists a homeomorphism f : Q → Q with f [X ] = Y .
Section 2 is devoted to a description of coding spaces. They are used in the last
section in which we prove Theorem 3.
2. The coding spaces
Let d be a metric onQ given by the formula d((xn)n∈N, (yn)n∈N) =
∑
n∈N
|xn−yn|
2n .
Let d′ be a metric on Q × Q given by d′((x, y), (z, t)) = d(x, z) + d(y, t). We also
denote ~0 = (0, 0, 0, . . .) ∈ Q and ei = (0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i times
, 1, 0, 0, . . .) ∈ Q.
In this section we consider locally connected continua X,Y ⊂ Q and non-empty
families (finite or countably infinite) A = {An : n < |A|}, C = {Cn : n < |C|} of
non-empty closed convex subsets of Q such that
⋃
A is a closed subset of X and⋃
C is a closed subset of Y .
For every A ∈ A let aA0 , a
A
1 , . . . be an enumeration of a dense subset of A in which
every element appears infinitely many times. Define bAk = (a
A
k , e〈n,k〉) ∈ X × Q,
where n is such that A = An and 〈·, ·〉 is a bijection between N× N and N.
We define
X ′ = X × {~0} ∪ {bAk : A ∈ A, k ∈ N}.
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The idea is that for every A ∈ A we introduce a set of new isolated points whose
boundary is precisely the set A. Note that X ′ is a compact space.
Similarly, for every C ∈ C we consider an enumeration with infinite repetitions
cC0 , c
C
1 , . . . of a dense subset of C and we define d
C
k = (c
C
k , e〈n,k〉) ∈ Y ×Q, where n
is such that C = Cn. We define
Y ′ = Y × {~0} ∪ {dAk : A ∈ A, k ∈ N}.
A standard back-and-forth construction yields the following
Proposition 4. If f : X → Y is a homeomorphism such that {f [A] : A ∈ A} = C
then there is a homeomorphism g : X ′ → Y ′ extending f such that g[{bAk : k ∈ N}] =
{d
f [A]
k : k ∈ N} for every A ∈ A.
For every A ∈ A and k ∈ N we define XAk = {t · x + (1 − t)b
A
k : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, x ∈
A× {~0}}, i.e. XAk is the cone with base A× {
~0} and apex bAk . Further, let
X ′′ = X × {~0} ∪
⋃
A∈A
⋃
k∈N
XAk .
That is, for every A ∈ A we build a sequence of cones with base A such that the
boundary of the set of apexes of these cones is A. Moreover, every two cones have
no common points lying outside X × {~0}.
Note that X ′′ is a locally connected continuum. Compactness follows from the
assumption that all sets A ∈ A are convex.
It is clear thatX ′′ is connected, soX ′′ is a continuum. It is also locally connected.
Indeed, local connectedness at points outside X × {~0} is clear as these points have
arbitrarily small convex neighbourhoods. For the proof of local connectednes at
points of the form (x,~0) ∈ X×{~0} we note that any basic neighbourhood U ×V ⊂
X ×Q of (x,~0) with U ∋ x being connected is connected. Indeed, since every set
A ∈ A is convex and the apex of every cone XAn lies above A it follows that for
every point (y, s) ∈ XAn the segment with endpoints (y, s), (y,~0) is a subset of X
A
n .
It follows that the set U × V has the same property as well. Therefore each point
(y, s) ∈ U × V lies in the same component of U × V as (y,~0). But all points of the
form (y,~0) lie in the same component due to the assumption that U is connected.
It follows that U × V is connected.
We use the same notation for Y , and for every C ∈ C and k ∈ N let Y Ck be the
cone with base C × {~0} and apex dCk and let Y
′′ be the union of Y × {~0} and all
the cones Y Ck .
Proposition 5. If f : X → Y is a homeomorphism such that {f [A] : A ∈ A} = C
and for every A ∈ A the restriction f |A is affine then there is a homeomorphism
h : X ′′ → Y ′′ extending f such that for every A ∈ A f [{bAk : k ∈ N}] = {d
f [A]
k : k ∈
N} and for every A ∈ A and k ∈ N the restriction of h to XAk is affine.
Proof. Let g : X ′ → Y ′ be a homeomorphism extending f constructed in the previ-
ous proposition. We define h : X ′′ → Y ′′ by h|X′ = g, and for every A ∈ A, x ∈ A,
k ∈ N, 0 < t < 1
h(t · (x,~0) + (1− t) · bAk ) = t · g(x,~0) + (1− t) · g(b
A
k ).
This map is a bijection between compact spaces, so to prove that h is a home-
omorphism we only have to show that h is continuous. It is also clear from the
definition of h that h|XA
k
is affine for every A ∈ A and k ∈ N.
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Let tj(xj ,~0) + (1− tj)b
Anj
kj
, where kj , nj ∈ N, xj ∈ Anj , tj ∈ [0, 1] be a sequence
of elements of the domain of h converging to some t(x, 0) + (1 − t)bAnk (where
x ∈ An, t ∈ [0, 1], k, n ∈ N). If t < 1 then for sufficiently large j we have kj = k,
nj = n and also lim
j→∞
xj = x, lim
j→∞
tj = t. Therefore
h(tj(xj ,~0) + (1− tj)b
Anj
kj
) = tjg(xj ,~0) + (1− tj)g(b
Anj
kj
)
j→∞
−−−→ tg(x,~0) + (1 − t)g(bAnk ) = h(t(x,
~0) + (1− t)bAnk ).
If t = 1 then tj(xj ,~0)+(1−tj)b
Anj
kj
j→∞
−−−→ (x,~0). Fix ε > 0. Pick an integer N so
large that if 〈n, k〉 > N and g(bAnk ) = d
Cm
l then d(c
Cm
l , f(a
An
k )) < ε/4 and 2
−〈m,l〉 <
ε/4. Pick an integer N ′ such that whenever j > N ′ then (1− tj)2
−〈nj ,kj〉 < ε2−N−2
and d(f(x), tjf(xj) + (1− tj)f(a
Anj
kj
)) < ε/4.
We have h(x,~0) = g(x,~0) = (f(x),~0) and
h(tj(xj ,~0) + (1 − tj)b
Anj
kj
) = tjg(xj ,~0) + (1− tj)g(b
Anj
kj
)
= (tjf(xj) + (1− tj)f(a
Anj
kj
),~0)
+ (1− tj)(c
Cmj
lj
− f(a
Anj
kj
), e〈mj,lj〉),
therefore, if j > N ′ then
d′(h(x,~0), h(tj(xj ,~0) + (1− tj)b
Anj
kj
))
≤ d(f(x), tjf(xj) + (1− tj)f(a
Anj
kj
))
+ (1− tj)d(c
Cmj
lj
, f(a
Anj
kj
)) + (1− tj)2
−〈mj ,lj〉
≤ ε/4 + (1− tj)d(c
Cmj
lj
, f(a
Anj
kj
)) + (1 − tj)2
−〈mj,lj〉 = (∗).
If 1− tj ≥ ε/4 then ε2
−〈nj,kj〉−2 ≤ (1− tj)2
−〈nj,kj〉 < ε2−N−2, i.e. 〈nj , kj〉 > N ,
so d(cCml , f(a
An
k )) < ε/4 and it follows that (∗) < ε/4 + (1− tj)ε/4 + ε2
−N−2 ≤ ε.
Otherwise 1− tj < ε/4 and (∗) ≤ ε/4 + ε/4 · sup d
′ + ε/4 = ε.
It follows that h is a continuous function. This finishes the proof.

Now, for every k ∈ N and A ∈ A let bˆAk and b˜
A
k be two distinct points in Q×Q
such that d′(bAk , bˆ
A
k ) = d
′(bAk , b˜
A
k ) =
1
2+〈n,k〉 , where n is such that An = A, and
bˆAk−(~0, e〈n,k〉), b˜
A
k−(~0, e〈n,k〉) ∈ Q×{~0}. We denote Iˆ
A
k = {tb
A
k+(1−t)bˆ
A
k : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}
and I˜Ak = {tb
A
k + (1 − t)b˜
A
k : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}. We define
T (X,A) = X ′′ ∪
⋃
A∈A
⋃
k∈N
IˆAk ∪ I˜
A
k .
In other words, we consider the space X ′′ and for every k ∈ N and A ∈ A we attach
two short segments IˆAk and I˜
A
k to the apex of X
A
k . The key property of points b
A
k
in T (X,A) is that T (X,A) \ {bAk } consists of three connected components.
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Note that T (X,A) is a locally connected continuum. Compactness of T (X,A)
is proved similarly as of X ′′. It is clear that T (X,A) is connected. Local connect-
edness of T (X,A) easily follows from local connectedness of X ′′.
We define similarly dˆCk and d˜
C
k as points at the distance 1/(2 + 〈n, k〉) from
dCk , where C = Cn, we denote the segment with endpoints d
C
k , dˆ
C
k as Iˆ
C
k and the
segment with endpoints dCk , d˜
C
k as I˜
C
k . We define T (Y, C) as the union of Y
′′ and
all the segments IˆCk , I˜
C
k .
Proposition 6. If f : X → Y is a homeomorphism such that {f [A] : A ∈ A} = C
and for every A ∈ A the restriction f |A is affine then there is a homeomorphism
h′ : T (X,A) → T (Y, C) extending f such that for every A ∈ A h′[{bAk : k ∈ N}] =
{d
f [A]
k : k ∈ N} and for every A ∈ A and k ∈ N the restrictions of h
′ to XAk , Iˆ
A
k ,
and I˜Ak are affine.
Proof. We simply extend the homeomorphism h : X ′′ → Y ′′ constructed in the
previous proposition to h′ : T (X,A)→ T (Y, C) by the formula h′(tbAk +(1− t)bˆ
A
k ) =
tdCl + (1− t)dˆ
C
l and h
′(tbAk + (1− t)b˜
A
k ) = td
C
l + (1− t)d˜
C
l , where h(b
A
k ) = d
C
l . 
We will also need a variant of the space T (X,A). Consider a convex closed set
B /∈ A. Consider the space T (X,A ∪ {B}). For every k ∈ N let bˇBk be a point
distinct from bˆBk , b˜
B
k with d
′(bBk , bˇ
B
k ) = d
′(bBk , bˆ
B
k ) and bˇ
B
k − b
B
k + a
B
k ∈ Q × {~0}.
Denote the closed segment with endpoints bBk , bˇ
B
k by Iˇ
B
k . We define
T ′(X,B,A) = T (X,A∪ {B}) ∪
⋃
k∈N
IˇBk ,
that is, we attach an extra segment to the apex of every cone with base B, so
removing the apex results in four connected components instead of three.
Clearly T ′(X,B,A) is a locally connected continuum.
Proposition 7. If f : X → Y is a homeomorphism such that {f [A] : A ∈ A} = C
and for every A ∈ A the restriction f |A is affine, and B ⊂ X, D ⊂ Y are closed
convex sets such that f [B] = D and f |B is affine, then there is a homeomorphism
h′′ : T ′(X,B,A)→ T ′(Y,D, C) extending f .
Proof. Using Proposition 6 we get a homeomorphism h′ : T (X,A∪{B})→ T (Y, C∪
{D}). We extend it by putting h′′(tbBk + (1 − t)bˇ
B
k ) = td
D
l + (1 − t)dˇ
D
l , where
h′(bBk ) = d
D
l . Then h
′′ clearly is a homeomorphism. 
3. Homeomorphism relation of locally connected continua is
complete
In this section we will prove the main result.
Recall that the space KChoq of metrizable Choquet simplices is a Borel subset
of K(Q) and that the relation ≈a of affine homeomorphism on KChoq is complete
(this is due to Sabok [10]).
Consider a relation ∼=(3) introduced by Zielinski in [11] defined on the space
{(X,R) ∈ K(Q)×K(Q3) : R ⊂ X3}, where (X,R) ∼=(3) (Y, S) if and only if there
is a homeomorphism f : X → Y with f3[R] = S. Here, f3 means f3(x, y, z) =
(f(x), f(y), f(z)). Consider the map Γ: KChoq → K(Q
3) given by the formula
Γ(X) = {(x, y, z) ∈ X3 :
1
2
x+
1
2
y = z}.
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The following is [11, Proposition 2]
Proposition 8. For every X,Y ∈ KChoq the following equivalence holds: X ≈a
Y ⇐⇒ (X,Γ(X)) ∼=(3) (Y,Γ(Y )).
Note that Γ(X) is convex for every Choquet simplex X .
We recall another relation from [11]. Let ∼=perm be defined on K(Q)
N in the
following way: (A1, A2, . . .) ∼=perm (B1, B2, . . .) if and only if there exists a homeo-
morphism h : Q → Q and a permutation σ of N such that h(An) = Bσ(n) for any
n.
For a Choquet simplexX consider the space X˜ = T (X, {X}) and write bk instead
of bXk . Define for any n ∈ N,
Bn = {bn} × X˜
2
Cn = X˜ × {bn} × X˜
Dn = X˜
2 × {bn}
En = Bn ∪ Cn
Fn = Bn ∩Dn.
Let Ψ: KChoq → K(Q
3)N be the function
Ψ(X) = (X˜3,Γ(X), B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, . . .).
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of [11, Proposition
3].
Proposition 9. For every X,Y ∈ KChoq the following equivalence holds: X ≈a
Y ⇐⇒ Ψ(X) ∼=perm Ψ(Y ).
Proof. It follows from the proof of [11, Proposition 3] (where instead of using [11,
Proposition 1] we use Proposition 6) that X ≈a Y =⇒ Ψ(X) ∼=perm Ψ(Y ).
For the implication in the other direction, suppose that Ψ(X) ∼=perm Ψ(Y ) wit-
nessed by σ : N→ N and h : X˜3 → : Y˜ 3. Write
Ψ(Y ) = (Y˜ 3,Γ(Y ), H1, I1, J1,K1, L1, H2, I2, J2, . . .)
and let dn ∈ Y˜ be such that Hn = {dn}×Y˜
2. Again, the proof of [11, Proposition 3]
shows that h[X˜3] = Y˜ 3, h[Γ(X)] = Γ(Y ), and that there is a permutation τ : N→ N
with h[Bn] = Hτ(n), h[Cn] = Iτ(n), h[Dn] = Jτ(n), h[En] = Kτ(n), h[Fn] = Lτ(n).
Denoting X ′ = X ∪ {bn : n ∈ N} and Y
′ = Y ∪ {dn : n ∈ N} the proof of [11,
Proposition 3] shows that (X,Γ(X)) ∼=(3) (Y,Γ(Y )). It follows from the Proposition
8 that X ≈a Y . 
Let
X = {(x, y) ∈ Q2 : ∀m 6= n, ym = 0 ∨ yn = 0}.
For every (A1, A2, . . .) ∈ K(Q)
N we define
Ξ(A1, A2, . . .) = {(x, y) ∈ X : ∀n yn = 0 ∨ x ∈ An}.
We identify Q with Q× {~0}.
Recall the definition of the relation ∼=(1,1) from [11]. If A ⊂ B ⊂ X and C ⊂
D ⊂ Y then (X,B,A) ∼=(1,1) (Y,D,C) if and only if there exists a homeomorphism
f : X → Y such that f [A] = C and f [B] = D.
The following is [11, Proposition 4].
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Proposition 10. Let ~A = (A1, A2, . . .) ∈ K(Q)
N and ~B = (B1, B2, . . .) ∈ K(Q)
N.
Then ~A ∼=perm ~B if and only if (X ,Ξ( ~A),Q) ∼=(1,1) (X ,Ξ( ~B),Q). Moreover, if
f : X → Y and σ : N → N witness that ~A ∼=perm ~B then f × hσ−1 |X witnesses that
(X ,Ξ( ~A),Q) ∼=(1,1) (X ,Ξ( ~B),Q), where hτ : Q → Q is the homeomorphism given
by hτ (x1, x2, . . .) = (xτ(1), xτ(2), . . .).
Identifying Q3 with Q in an obvious way we may treat Ψ(X) as an element
of K(Q)N. Therefore it makes sense to consider Ξ(Ψ(X)). Note that Ξ(Ψ(X))
can be written as a union of a countable family of convex closed subsets of X .
Indeed, let X denote the family of cones and segments X˜ is the union of. Also let
[0, 1]n = {ten : t ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ Q. Then Ξ(Ψ(X)) is the union of the following family:
FX = {Q× {~0}} ∪ {(S1 × S2 × S3)× [0, 1]0 : S1, S2, S3 ∈ X} ∪ {Γ(X)× [0, 1]1}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{({bn} × S1 × S2)× [0, 1]5n+2 : S1, S2 ∈ X}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{(S1 × {bn} × S2)× [0, 1]5n+3 : S1, S2 ∈ X}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{(S1 × S2 × {bn})× [0, 1]5n+4 : S1, S2 ∈ X}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{({bn} × S1 × S2)× [0, 1]5n+5 : S1, S2 ∈ X}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{(S1 × {bn} × S2)× [0, 1]5n+5 : S1, S2 ∈ X}
∪
⋃
n∈N
{({bn} × S1 × {bn})× [0, 1]5n+6 : S1, S2 ∈ X}.
The following proposition gives an explicit reduction of ≈a to the homeomor-
phism relation of locally connected continua. Borelness of this reduction follows
from a routine verification. As a consequence we get Theorem 3.
Proposition 11. The map X 7→ T ′(X ,Q,FX) is a reduction of ≈a to the homeo-
morphism relation of locally connected continua.
Proof. Let X,Y ∈ KChoq. Assume that f : X → Y is an affine homeomorphism.
Using Propositions 6 and 10 we conclude that there is a homeomorphism of X
witnessing that (X ,Ξ(Ψ(X)),Q) ∼=(1,1) (X ,Ξ(Ψ(Y )),Q) which is affine on every
set from FX . It follows then by Proposition 7 that T
′(X ,Q,FX) is homeomorphic
to T ′(X ,Q,FY ).
Conversely, assume that T ′(X ,Q,FX) is homeomorphic to T
′(X ,Q,FY ) and
let f be a homeomorphism witnessing that. Let SXk ⊂ T
′(X ,Q,FX) be the set
of points x such that T ′(X ,Q,FX) \ {x} consists of exactly k connected com-
ponents. Note that this property is preserved by homeomorphisms. By con-
struction of T ′(X ,Q,FX), the boundary of the set S
X
4 is Q. Therefore, since
f [SX4 ] = S
Y
4 , the image of the boundary of S
X
4 is equal to the boundary of S
Y
4 ,
i.e. f [Q] = Q. Analogously, by construction we know that the boundary of the set
SX3 is
⋃
FX = Ξ(Ψ(X)). We conclude that f [Ξ(Ψ(X))] = Ξ(Ψ(Y )). The points
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x ∈ X \Ξ(Ψ(X)) are characterized by the following property: the connected compo-
nent of x in the space T ′(X ,Q,FX)\Ξ(Ψ(X)) is disjoint from S
X
3 ∪S
X
4 . Analogous
statement holds for Y . It follows that f [X \ Ξ(Ψ(X))] = X \ Ξ(Ψ(Y )). Finally,
f [X ] = f [(X \ Ξ(Ψ(X))) ∪ Ξ(Ψ(X))] = f [X \ Ξ(Ψ(X))] ∪ f [Ξ(Ψ(X))]
= (X \ Ξ(Ψ(Y ))) ∪ Ξ(Ψ(Y )) = X .
Therefore (X ,Ξ(Ψ(X)),Q) ∼=(1,1) (X ,Ξ(Ψ(Y )),Q). By Proposition 10, Ψ(X) ∼=perm
Ψ(Y ). In view of Proposition 9 this is equivalent to X ≈a Y . This finishes the
proof. 
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